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Abstract—Synchronization, in general, is the process of event
coordination so that a system performs in unison. In wireless
sensor networks (WSN), the network topology often changes
dynamically in time. This brings technical hitches and challenges
into time synchronization of the sensor nodes in the WSN. In
such networks, data routing scheme is either data fusion, fusion
of decisions or hybrid fusion. No matter, what data routing
scheme is utilized, the time synchronization among the sensors is
highly desirable. This paper presents an advanced synchronization algorithm for WSN. Hierarchical as well as decentralized
network topology can be used with this algorithm. The designed
algorithm is versatile, scalable and easy for implementation. At
first, application area of the proposed synchronization algorithm
is described. The detailed explanation of the synchronization
algorithm at the node level and the network level is supported by
the simulation results along with the implementation remarks.

I. I NTRODUCTION
AVING wireless sensor networks (WSN), regarding their
nature, they belong to the category of systems with
a great measure of parallelism [1]. In order to effectively
utilize the parallelism nature, to ensure real-time communication ability and to focus nodes’ computational power to
application-oriented algorithms, it is necessary to synchronize
the sensor nodes. The time synchronization is crucial for any
distributed system. In particular, WSN make extensive use of
synchronized time in many contexts [1] (e.g. for data fusion,
fusion of decisions, hybrid fusions, time division multiple
access (TDMA) schedules, synchronized sleep periods, etc.).
This paper describes a new synchronization algorithm based
on the fireflies synchronization process. The described algorithm is versatile regardless the network topology. This means,
hierarchical networks with master nodes that control the synchronization process as well as fully distributed homogeneoussensor-type networks are usable for the proposed synchronization algorithm. This new algorithm has been given the name
“Firefly-based Universal Synchronization Algorithm (FUSA)”.

H

A. Application area
WSN represents an application area of a great potential.
The increasing number of WSN deployment, recent advances
in micro-electro mechanical systems (MEMS) and new energy
This work was supported by Tatra banka Foundation Slovakia
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harvesting possibilities make WSN very topical issue [2]. The
WSN application potential as well as implementation potential
of the proposed synchronization algorithm FUSA includes the
following application areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Health-care;
Transportation;
Military applications;
Wearable electronics;
Industrial applications;
Intelligent automation/buildings;
Monitoring of objects and environment (detection of
floods, illegal logging, fires, etc.);
and many other applications.

Health-care WSN applications are modern and interesting
application area of WSN [3]. These applications mostly include wearable electronics such as intelligent watches, drug
pumps, motion sensors monitoring elder people and those with
diseases and disabilities so that they can be kept under the
track of their vitality status without major limitations [4]. This
modern application area and increasing popularity of healthcare applications allow us meeting also WSN that monitor
human body vital signs, track patients, monitor hospital environment and many more [5], [6], [7].
Transportation represents a significant portion (at least one
third) of the national gross income in the developed countries
[8]. Therefore, the need for efficient control of the traffic
flows and intelligent monitoring of the traffic is in place. WSN
help accomplish aims of the intelligent transportation systems
such as traffic mirrors and intelligent traffic crossroads [9],
traffic flow classification and quantification, intelligent car park
systems and many more.
WSN concept originates in the military application field.
Sensor network applications like sniper localization or battlefield monitoring are typical [10].
Wearable electronics include already mentioned health-care
applications. However, large application field include sports
equipments as well.
Industrial control systems that implement wireless technologies and sensors with actuators represent an advantage
over the traditional distributed control systems [11], [12].
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Mostly various diagnosing systems and production line control
systems create the industrial application field of WSN.
The energy consumption of the whole society is a crucial
problem in terms of the long-term sustainability of the environment. A big portion of the problems related to the environment
connects to the energy consumption and energy requirements
of the buildings [13], [14]. Intelligent control of the whole
building ecosystems represents quite new and very interesting
application field not only for the WSN [15], [16].
Property surveillance, object monitoring, environment monitoring (floods detection, fire detection, illegal logging detection, etc.) including protected areas monitoring is another significant application field of WSN [17], [18]. From functional
point of view it is very important not to have only algorithms
for monitoring - image recognition, voice recognition [19], but
also the proper algorithm for increasing the function potential
of the whole network [20].
Having in mind WSN for monitoring open area, it is
necessary to consider the main characteristics of WSN [8]:
• The network is spread in outdoor terrain, where the
energy resource is limited;
• The sensor and actuator nodes have limited energy storage, memory capacity and computational power;
• The network throughput and RF communication bandwidth are limited;
• The interference, path-loss and diffraction phenomena
applies in RF communication;
• The environmental conditions as well as network attributes vary in time.
Synchronization algorithm demands are application specific.
Typically, applications monitoring environment have the following characteristics [20]:
• Energy efficiency - time needed for synchronization,
communication window length and active power modes
should be are minimized;
• Scalability - usable for different number of nodes;
• Precision - the nodes are able to send the data in proper
time;
• Synchronization time - the amount of time needed for
synchronization should be as short as possible.
This paper assumes that the application field of the proposed
synchronization algorithm is an application for monitoring
forests in order to prevent the illegal wood logging situations.
All simulations and application remarks are based on this
assumption. However, this fact is not in contrary with the
versatility of the proposed synchronization algorithm. The
mentioned application field is for the illustrative and interpretation purposes.
B. Related work
Since the WSN applications are specific, not every synchronization algorithm is suitable for WSN purposes. The following paragraphs mention synchronization algorithms whose
nature allows WSN utilization.
Cristian’s Algorithm [21] and Berkeley Algorithm [22] are
considered as essential synchronization algorithms and we will
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not discuss them. Computer networks very often use Network
Time Protocol (NTP) [23] for time synchronization. However,
the standard computer networks do not suffer from limited
energy constraints.
Well known and very often used algorithms in WSN are
Reference Broadcast Synchronization (RBS) [24] and Timing
Synchronization Protocol for Sensor Network (TPSN) [25]. In
RBS, the master node called the beacon node is used for
synchronization. The synchronization of the whole network
is performed from the beacon node that sends the reference
broadcast towards one-hop-distant nodes from beacon node.
Large networks with many sensor and/or actuator nodes are
usually divided into smaller virtual networks called clusters.
TPSN synchronization algorithm works with synchronization
master as well. This master node is elected by all nodes. As
soon as the mater node is elected, the spanning tree of the
network is created. The children nodes are being synchronized
by their parent node. In case any change in the network
topology happens (e.g. a node becomes unavailable) a new
master has to be elected again.
A reference point and the construction of the network tree
is also used in Tree Structured Referencing Time Synchronization (TSRT) [26] and Lightweight Tree-based Synchronization
(LTS) [27].
Other class of synchronization algorithms that use master
node for synchronization or the group of master nodes contains
Time Diffusion Synchronization (TDP) [28] and ETSP [29],
which use both TPSN and RBS methodology. They switch
between the TPSN and RBS based on the threshold value.
The hierarchical structure of WSN is also used in [30], where
the big accuracy of synchronized clock can be achieved, but
only in simulation environment. Some of the algorithms use
conditional probability estimation as well [31], [32], [33].
II. S YNCHRONIZATION A LGORITHM - FUSA
The synchronization algorithm proposed in this paper can be
used in hierarchical as well as in network with fully distributed
cooperation and coordination.
Since the communication subsystem in active mode consumes the significant, and in many cases the most, energy of all
sensor node subsystems, minimizing active RF communication
minimizes the energy consumption of the whole node too. The
presented algorithm is based on the fireflies synchronization
process - [34] (main idea), [35] (simple practical implementation), [36] (theory).
Each node periodically transmits synchronization packet
(any data can be used). Let the basic time period be T . By
using crystal-based clock, it is possible to set the period for
each node precisely. However, each node starts at random time
instant. This phenomena results in different timing phase start.
Despite having crystal-based clock, small deviations in every
clock source create deviations in time phase, thus getting all
nodes out of the synchronization. This presents a problem
and therefore synchronization algorithms are being used to
suppress the unwanted effects.
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Let’s denote the phase for N nodes by φn ∈< 0, 1 >. Then,
the maximum phase error in the network can be defined as:
φmax (t) = maxn (φn (t)) − minn (φn (t))

maximum phase error oscillates around the maximum phase
value (128) and the average phase is in the center (64).

(1)

This definition can be represented as network synchronization quality.
The network is fully synchronized when φmax (t) = 0. After
this point, all nodes are allowed to switch to a sleep mode
and they wake up only for a short period of time. In discrete
time domain, the best way how to divide the time period T is
to divide it into D count of the same parts (frames) Td , i.e.
T = D· Td . For the reason of simple practical implementation,
in simulations, the dividing factor D has been equal to D =
128. The nodes have transmitted the data in 1s time period,
which implies 128Hz interrupt timer frequency. Each node
is allowed to transmit data only in its time frame, while the
rest of the time frames (assigned to other nodes) this node is
expected to respect the radio silence (usually turns into the
sleep mode).
Each node has a time counter which is incremented periodically in the timer interrupt routine. When it reaches the
maximum, then the timer starts decrementing the counter value
and at the same time the synchronization packet is transmitted.
When the counter reaches the minimum value, the timer starts
incrementing. The described process generates triangle wave
output, which can be transformed into a phase represented as
the sawtooth wave. The triangle (sawtooth) wave is important,
as presented in [34], the function cannot be homogeneous (fe.
time = time%128 will never work).

Fig. 2. Maximum and average phase of the network without synchronization

The source code (Algorithm 1) demonstrates the synchronization process in Ruby programming language.
Algorithm 1 The node synchronization
def t i c k ( f i r e d )
@fired_tmp = f a l s e
if fired
@timer = TIMER_MAX
end
i f ( @ s t a t e == 0 )
i f ( @timer >= TIMER_MAX)
@timer−= 1
@state = 1
@fired_tmp = true
else
@timer += 1
end
else
i f ( @timer <= 0 )
@timer += 1
@state = 0
else
@timer −= 1
end
end
end

Fig. 1. Phases of nodes without synchronization

Simulations were performed with 64 nodes, in a 8x8 grid
network topology, where each node can see only four neighboring nodes. This grid network topology is called an anuloid
grid. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 demonstrate the network without
synchronization - random initial phases. Fig. 1 represents
phase values of first 8 nodes. Synchronization quality can be
evaluated using (1) and is show in Fig. 2. It is obvious that the

The method tick is called periodically, in discrete time, on
each node. The input parameter fired has two values:


true when node[j][i + 1].f ired or





node[j][i − 1].f ired or

f ired =
node[j + 1][i].f ired or



node[j − 1][i].f ired



f alse
else
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When any of the neighboring nodes fires (timer is on top),
this node sets the timer counter to T IM ER_M AX value.
Depending on the state, in the next step, the timer is either
decremented, or incremented and compared to the top value.
If the counter reaches the maximum value, the node fires, and
the state is switched.
Algorithm 2 Network synchronization
f o r j i n 0 . . @net . s i z e −1
f o r i i n 0 . . @net [ j ] . s i z e −1
i f ( @net [ ( j +1)%@net . s i z e ] [
( @net [ ( j −1)%@net . s i z e ] [
( @net [ j ] [ ( i +1)%@net [ j ] .
( @net [ j ] [ ( i −1)%@net [ j ] .

i ] . g e t _ f i r e d ) or
i ] . g e t _ f i r e d ) or
s i z e ] . g e t _ f i r e d ) or
size ]. get_fired )

f i r e d = true
else
fired = false
end

Fig. 4. Maximum and average phase of the network with synchronization

@net [ j ] [ i ] . t i c k ( f i r e d )
end
end

The network synchronization must work in discrete time so
fired flag is stored in @f ired_tmp first. After all nodes call
the method tick, the f ired flags are updated.

Fig. 5. Network initial phases, iteration 0

Fig. 3. Phases of nodes with synchronization

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 demonstrate the network synchronization
process. Fig. 3 illustrates the phase of the nodes when synchronization process applies On Fig. 4 we can see fluent decreasing
of the phase error, until it reaches 0.
The following figures Fig. 5, Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8
represent the phase synchronization process and demonstrate
the synchronization wave in the network in different iterations
of the synchronization algorithm. As it can be seen, the waves
with the increasing number of synchronization algorithm iterations slightly disappear.

Fig. 6. Network synchronization, iteration 10

By comparing Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 we can see the synchronization wave. When the network is fully synchronized, all
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phases are the same and we get a straight plane as illustrated in
Fig.8. During the simulations performed on the self-developed
simulator, we found out that the proposed synchronization
algorithm is fully functional despite of node failure. This has
also no effect on the overall WSN operation.

to 256Hz periodic invoke (derived from external 32.768kHz
crystal-based clock source). This initialization is described in
the Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Low power timer initializiation
/ ∗ f = ACLK ( 3 2 7 6 8 Hz ) / TACCR0 ∗ /
TACCR0 = 1 2 8 ;
/ ∗ s e l e c t ACLK / 1 , up mode , and c l e a r t h e TAR ∗ /
TACTL = TASSEL_1 + MC_1 + TACLR;
/∗ enable timer i n t e r r u p t ∗/
TACCTL0 = CCIE ;

Fig. 7. Network synchronization, iteration 70

The Algorithm 1 described in the previous paragraphs is
implemented in three program subroutines as follows:
• Synchronization with received packet (in GPIO pin interrupt routine);
• Periodical packet transmission and timer control (in timer
interrupt routine);
• Higher-level network functions (in the main loop routine).
In GPIO initialization phase, RF receive pin is configured as
an interrupt pin. After this steps the microcontroller (MCU) is
allowed to enter the LPM3 sleep mode, which it can wake up
from with 256Hz period and/or on the packet receive interrupt.
The received packet processing is described in the following
algorithm - Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 Packet receive interrupt service rutine
i n t e r r u p t ( PORT2_VECTOR) P o r t _ 2 ( v o i d )
{
i f ( ( _ _ s t a t e _ _ == 2 ) &&
( TI_CC_GDO0_PxIFG & TI_CC_GDO0_PIN ) )
{
u8 l e n = PACKET_LENGTH−1;
i f ( R F R e c e i v e P a c k e t ( ( u8 ∗ ) r x B u f f e r ,& l e n ) )
{
__state__ = 0;
i 1 6 add = TIMER_MAX − _ _ p h a s e _ _ ;
_ _ p h a s e _ _ += add ;

Fig. 8. Network synchronization, iteration 1180

i f ( _ _ p h a s e _ _ > TIMER_MAX)
_ _ p h a s e _ _ = TIMER_MAX ;

III. N ODE I MPLEMENTATION
The experimental evaluation of the proposed synchronization algorithm has been performed on wireless sensor nodes
based on Texas Instruments MSP430 family microcontrollers
(MSP430F2232, 8kB FLASH, 512b RAM) (Fig. 9). The communication subsystem (RF) part is based on Texas Instruments
transceiver CC1101 - a low power transceiver operating at
868M Hz ISM band. Other sensor node subsystems built-in
on-board are 3.3V low-drop regulator, three-axis magnetometer, two LEDs and an UART peripheral for debugging. Further
details about the nodes can be found in [9]. Red board in Fig. 9
was used as a power supply and for debugging purposes.
After general input/output peripheral (GPIO) initialization
and RF module initialization, the timer0a interrupt is set

i f ( _ _ p h a s e _ _ < TIMER_MIN )
_ _ p h a s e _ _ = TIMER_MIN ;
}
}
TI_CC_GDO0_PxIFG &= ~TI_CC_GDO0_PIN ;
LPM3_EXIT ;
}

This routine (Algorithm 4) is executed only when the
program is in __state__ == 2. That means packet receiving
is enabled, which maximizes the sleep time. When a packet
from other node is received, this interrupt routine is executed.
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The phase synchronization is done on the following source
code lines:
i16 add = T IM ER_M AX − __phase__;
__phase__+ = add;
In the timer interrupt routine the timer phase control is
processed. This routine is exemplified in Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5 Timer interrupt service rutine
i n t e r r u p t ( TIMER0_A0_VECTOR )
TIMER0_A0_ISR ( v o i d )
{
_ _ p h a s e _ _ += _ _ s h _ o u t p u t _ _ / ( i 1 6 )TIMER_MAX;
i f ( _ _ p h a s e _ _ > TIMER_MAX)
_ _ p h a s e _ _ = TIMER_MAX ;
i f ( _ _ p h a s e _ _ < TIMER_MIN)
_ _ p h a s e _ _ = TIMER_MIN ;
i f ( ( _ _ p h a s e _ _ + DEVICE_ADDR) == TIMER_MAX)
__state__ = 1;
i f ( _ _ s h _ o u t p u t _ _ == TIMER_MAX)
{
i f ( _ _ p h a s e _ _ >= TIMER_MAX)
_ _ s h _ o u t p u t _ _ = TIMER_MIN ;
}
else
{
i f ( _ _ p h a s e _ _ <= TIMER_MIN )
_ _ s h _ o u t p u t _ _ = TIMER_MAX ;
}
LPM3_EXIT ;
}

There is important to add a small phase difference, to avoid
transmission collision, which is done as follows:
if ((_phase_ + DEV ICE_ADDR) == T IM ER_M AX)
__state__ = 1;
When program enters into __state__ = 1 the received
packet can be released to the main loop.
IV. C ONCLUSION

AND

F UTURE W ORK

For the proper function of each WSN, the node synchronization is very important part of proposed solution. In this
paper the algorithm for the synchronization was proposed,
which is very easy for implementation. This algorithm is not
only for hierarchical networks, it is universal and scalable.
Functionality of synchronization algorithm was tested on mesh
network up to 1024 nodes. It is good to note that in this
paper only part for synchronization process is written. In
future the authors would like to extend the algorithm and use
algorithm together with monitoring techniques. That means

Fig. 9. Testing nodes photo

that the communication window should be divided into the
smaller slots for sending the data.
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